No Heroes: A Memoir of Coming Home

Surrounding a heavily patrolled racist stronghold in the black of night, or venturing into dank
tunnels underneath a prison hold by crazed rioters, an intrepid group of men challenge evil on
its own turf. Under the expert leadership of Danny O. Coulson, these highly trained agents of
the FBIs Hostage Rescue Team execute perilous missions in crises too volatile for SWAT
teams, and in explosive situations where there are.... No Heroes Danny O. Coulson is the
founder of the Federal Bureau of Investigations Hostage Rescue Team, or HRT. In an FBI
career that spans three decades, he led the arrest of Oklahoma City bomber Timothy McVeigh,
convinced McVeighs friend Michael Fortier to become the governments star witness, and has
helped bring hundreds of murderous extremists and killers to justice -- from the Black
Liberation Army police assassins to the treacherous white supremacist terrorists of the Order,
and the Covenant, Sword and Arm of the Lord. In No Heroes, Coulson opens a long-locked
door into the secretive world of the HRT, the civilian equivalent of the U.S. militarys elite
Delta Force. Coulsons stories spring to life with nerve-jangling electricity as he discloses the
tactics and teamwork of HRT snipers, operators, negotiators, and experts in assaults,
electronics and explosives. Coulson takes the reader inside famous cases and provides riveting
first person accounts of such high-profile investigations as the Atlanta prison riots -- and tense
showdowns including the disastrous sieges at Ruby Ridge and Waco. He sheds new light on
the deadliest terrorist attack in American history -- the Oklahoma City bombing that took 168
lives -- withnever-before-revealed details of the FBIs massive efforts to locate the conspirators
before they struck again. Finally, Coulson exposes the frightening rise of domestic terrorism
and its implications for the 21st Century. For him and the men and women who have followed
him, the path to justice is never too steep, too dark or too narrow. Though equipped with high
tech weapons and physically fit bodies, these agents consider their razor sharp minds to be
their best weapons. They use deadly force only in defense of life. Because, when people die,
there are No Heroes.
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Editorial Reviews. From Publishers Weekly. Following his memoir, The Same River Twice
No Heroes: A Memoir of Coming Home by [Offutt, Chris].
No Heroes has ratings and 33 reviews. Melki said: The hills surrounded me like the dome
walls of a snow globe that you shake. Everything in my life.
Rick Bragg, be afraid. Be very afraid. Chris Offutt is going to give you a run for your money.
Characterized by a clarion style, an ability to capture the voice of the . In his fortieth year,
Chris Offutt returns to his alma mater, Morehead State University, the only four-year school in
the Kentucky hills. He envisions leading the. But it is Arthur who sagely states that home is
illusory and there are no heroes in life. The New Yorker crowned Chris Offutt's memoir,
The Same.
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